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I trust everyone had an enjoyable time over Christmas and the New
Year. May 2013 bring you much happiness.
Talking of happiness, it was interesting to read in the Economist
magazine, published last November, a report by the Economist
Intelligence Unit about the best Countries where-to-be-born-2013lottery-life.
Forecasting out to 2030, when they become adults, it attempts to
measure which country will provide the best opportunities for a
healthy, safe and prosperous life in the years ahead.
Its quality-of life index links the results of subjective life-satisfaction
surveys- how happy people say they are-to objective determinants of
the quality of life across countries.

The best country is Switzerland which had a score of 8.22 out of 10.
The second best country is Australia which had a score of 8.12 out of
10
(But we all knew that, didn’t we?)
http://www.economist.com/news/21566430-where-be-born-2013lottery-life
So be happy, very happy that you live here, despite our Politicians,
and the extremes in our weather.

Mac Tip For Mountain Lion - Unlock or Duplicate an Image
In Preview, the moment you try to make any change to an image, a small sheet drops down
asking you whether to unlock (or lock, if the image is already unlocked) or duplicate the file.
What's the difference? If you unlock the image, your changes will be made to the original file.
If you choose to duplicate the image (unlock it first), a copy or new version of the image
appears in front of you. It appears to have a new name, but this is just fooling you? Nothing will be
saved until you press Command-S (or choose File > Save) and rename it.
A little message ("Edited") appears in the title bar whenever there are unsaved changes. Each time you
save this duplicate file, a new version is created for you. Whether or not "Edited" or "Locked" is visible,
you can always click the title bar (a disclosure triangle appears when you hover the pointer over it), and
choose Browse All Versions.

Peter Oakley

How to Disable the Caps Lock Key
If you accidentally hit
the Caps Lock key often,
you can disable the key
in OS X.
Open
the
Keyboard
preference pane and
click the Modifier Keys
button. In the dialog that appears, set the
Caps Lock Key pop-up menu to No Action,
and click OK.
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COMMITTEE
President & BMUG Assist.
Peter Oakley
peteroakley@bellarinemac.org.au

PHOTO DAY & PICNIC AT
PORTARLINGTON

Vice President, Editor &
Web Assist.
Peter Baldwin

SATURDAY 2ND MARCH

peterbaldwin@bellarinemac.org.au

Secretary & Membership.
Positions Vacant.
Volunteers Required.
Treasurer.
Ian Little
ianlittle@bellarinemac.org.au

Hall & Equipment,
New to Mac Advisor.
Margaret Evans
margaretevans@bellarinemac.org.au

Meet, Greet &
Secretary Assist.
Bev Amey
bevamey@bellarinemac.org.au

Committee Member.
Position Vacant.

REGISTRATION REQUIRED
Please
Register
your
intention to attend when
you sign in at this February
meeting.
Late Registrations cannot
be
accepted
due
to
Programming arrangements
for the Day.

Program for the Day
Final details of the Program will be notified to
participants by email shortly after this meeting.
The Meeting Place, time, luncheon arrangements and
venue for downloading and editing of photos at the
end of the day are all dependent on the final number
of members who have indicated that they will attend.
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URGENT REQUEST TO
MEMBERS

separately
meeting.

COMMITTEE VACANCIES

Our March meeting will be a follow up to our Photo
Day and will incorporate presentations of photos
taken on the day. There will also be some prizes
presented for various categories of photos. Dick
Brown, who has had a working career in
Photography, will assist with judging of photo
prizes and also give a short presentation on various
aspects of iPhoto and other photo “tricks”.

The following Committee vacancies
urgently need to be filledSecretary and Membership Secretary.
We are also looking for volunteers to act as
understudy’s for the following positions-

Treasurer; Newsletter Editor; and Webmaster.
The members currently holding these positions
have indicated that they desire to retire from these
positions at the end of this Committee Year.
Members it is in your Hands!
If you want the Club to continue then please
volunteer for a position.

Program For 2013
We have adopted “Back to Basics” as our theme for
the first half of this year.
This Meeting, will see the introduction of an iMovie
Tuition Segment led by David Dixon, as part of our
normal meeting program.
Depending on the response from members, an
iMovie SIG may be instituted to run either

or

concurrently

with

our

monthly

Future Meetings will incorporate basic segments on
iMovie, iPhoto and iPad.

If any member has expertise in any topic and would
like to volunteer to assist with running a session,
the Committee would appreciate your offer

Lucky Door Prize at this Meeting
This month the lucky door prize is a one
month macPro Video “Core Library Pass”,
kindly provided by macPro Video.com
and valued at $25 USD. This pass will
give you instant access to the macPro Video Online
Tutorial Library for a period of one month from
when you activate it.

Membership Reminder 2013
Membership Subscriptions
for 2013 are now due.
Our membership financial year
begins in January and continues
until December each year.
Single Membership: $40.00;
Couple Membership: $70.00;
Remote Membership: $25.00;
Student Membership: $25.00.
Payment
follows:

can

be

made

as

• At the February meeting;
• By mail to the Treasurer, 25
Catalina Cres., Clifton Springs,
3222;
• Through PayPal via the BMUG
website.
The March Meeting is the cut
off date for payment of 2013
Subscriptions.
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Member Contribution
GENEALOGY: PART 2

BY CAROL WILSON

I happen to come from a long line of blacksmiths named Wishart, who
lived in the village of Falkland, just across the Firth of Forth, North of
Edinburgh. We saw the remains of the old family 'smiddy' in 2005. My
forebears passed down their business to succeeding generations for
230 years, but eventually migrated to Australia during the 1860's. In
his smithy in Linton, west of Ballarat, my great grandfather Wishart
used to manufacture (ie. design and hand-build) machinery for the
gold mining industry. In those days, blacksmiths were not just farriers,
or shoers of horses, but were engineers working with black metal hence the name 'black' smith, compared with 'silver' smith or 'gold'
smith.

I hadn't intended to give you a 'history
lesson' when I started to write this - I hope
you don't mind! - but Scottish history
always sends me into a reflective mood ...
much of it, over many Centuries, was so
truly "bloody" - in the correct sense of that
word!

stone “form”
“form” used
used to
to secure
secure
AA stone
wagon
wheels
whilst
hammering
on
wagon wheels whilst hammering on
theheated
heatediron
irontyres.
tyres.
the

I have another eminent "forebear" - George Wishart - who dates back
to 1546 ... well, I am actually descended from his brother, the Laird of
Pitarrow in county Meanes, George himself was unmarried, but his
father is a direct ancestor of mine. George very sadly lost his life on
March 1st, 1546 at the hands of Cardinal David Beaton, being accused
of being a heretic protestant. Since the Cardinal had no secular
authority for George's execution, his burning at the stake was correctly
classed as murder, with equally dreadful retaliatory consequences for
those involved.
We visited the ruins of St Andrews' Castle in 2005, where these things
happened and, to this day, there remains a plaque made of
cobblestones set in the roadway, marking the exact spot where
George's burning took place. It is a very sobering experience to see
the real place, and to realise it was a real event, not just a 'storybook'
tale. A very poignant period in Scottish history, not to be lightly
forgotten.
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Cottage 5, possible home of Peter
Wishart with the remains of the

Marriage Lintel: “M B + I W 1730”,
above the left hand window of the
“Smiddy”.

actual “Smiddy” at the back
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My big disappointment with Apple
!

iDVD is no longer supplied with iLife’11 ........... Story By Remote Member Marg Boyles

One of my main hobbies with my computer is making my holiday
and family movies and I have to admit here that although I have
vaguely dabbled with later versions of iMovie, I am still stuck in a
time warp using iMovie HD 06. I am so familiar with all aspects of
this version of iMovie and it is so much quicker for me to complete
my project.
And I also admit that many would consider me to be an old “fuddy
duddy” but I am sorry: I do not want to publish my movies on
YouTube or anywhere else on the World Wide Web. I just want to be
plain old fashioned and burn my completed movie project to DVD,
sit down on the couch totally relaxed and watch the movie on the
big TV screen. And to be able to burn an extra copy if needed for
family or friends who also would like to sit down on the couch
relaxed to watch the movie.
The following is a portion of a post on one of the Apple
Forums on this very subject:
“It seems daft to provide something like iMovie without the
means to burn a project to DVD afterwards. A free download
would be ideal.”
I thoroughly agree with the writer of this post.
I was recently helping a friend to complete his iMovie Project. We
were working on his new MacBook Pro with iMovie 11. Thanks
must go to my friend here as this has forced me to attempt to
learn some of the process of movie making in the latest version of
iMovie. The movie was designed to show the “First 40 years of his

Son’s life” for a forthcoming 40th
Birthday Party and it was planned just to
have the short movie playing on the TV
in the background during the party.
Many hours were spent by my friend,
firstly projecting old Super 8 movie
footage onto a screen and filming that
with the digital video camera. Then this
footage was imported into iMovie’ 11
and edited. Then old photos which had
been scanned were also slotted into the
movie footage and the Ken Burns effect
applied to the photos.
Finally the movie project was ready to
export to iDVD. Imagine our horror
when we realised that there was no
option on the new MacBook Pro with
Lion installed to export to iDVD. At that
point, hours and hours of work seemed
to have gone completely to waste. But I
am quite determined and not one to be
beaten
easily.
I
checked
the
Applications Folder on the MacBook Pro
and definitely there was no iDVD
software
installed.
I
could
not
understand this so started a Google

Search on this problem. It soon
became obvious that Apple no
longer includes iDVD in iLife’11 with
new computers. And apparently have
already or are in the future going to
delete Optical Drives altogether. So
apparently there will be no more
burning discs be it for movies,
music, photos or anything else down
the track.
A search of the App Store also
revealed that you no longer have the
option to purchase iDVD. Also, the
current boxed sets of iLife’11 no
longer include iDVD. The only
chance of installing iDVD on the new
computers is if you know someone
with an earlier Installation Disc of
iLife’11 (or earlier versions) which
included iDVD.
In this case, we got around our
problem using a method that I use
constantly after making a Slideshow
of Photos using Keynote. I love
Keynote for creating a slideshow of
photos because it allows you to type
6

in identifying comments for each photo or include
multiple photos in one slide. After including
transitions etc. while still in Keynote, I export this
slideshow to Quicktime Movie. I then import this
into iMovie HD 06, add my background music
tracks and then export to iDVD, eventually
burning the whole project to a DVD disc.
So this is the tactic we used for my friend’s
project. We exported the iMovie 11 project as a
Quicktime Movie. We then transferred this
Quicktime Movie to a USB Stick. But another
problem then reared its ugly head. As the file size
of the Quicktime movie was larger than the
largest USB sticks we had between us, a quick visit
to Officeworks solved this problem.
So onward we marched. We copied the project to
USB stick, then copied it from the stick to my “old”
white MacBook 13”, then exported it into iMovie
HD 06, then exported to iDVD and set up the
iDVD screen, then set about burning the project
to disc.

A further search on the Apple Forums
provided an answer for those who have
the computers without iDVD installed athttps://discussions.apple.com/thread/
3739081?start=0&tstart=0.
It explains how to do a customise installation of
iDVD 09 only from the iLife’09 package. After
installation is complete the Forum article suggests
that you run a Software Update.
However, when I opened my iDVD 7.0.4 tonight,
although a window came up suggesting there was
an update available. I clicked on “Open Software
Update” but no update resulted after the check
was completed. I have read in the Forums where
Apple no longer supports iDVD 7 so, obviously
they must have discontinued any software
updates. Not to worry: I can achieve my goals with
the software I have as it is.

I will be thinking twice about updating my Apple
computers unless it becomes unavoidably
necessary, if Apple insists on going down their
present track of decreeing that DVD discs are
dead.
But, as I commented earlier in this article, I am
quite determined and not one to be beaten
easily.
So in this instance, we realised our goal of ending
up with our project burned to the “good old
fashioned” DVD. And I will install iDVD 7.0 on my
friend’s computer so he will not be beaten either.

Moral of the story:
If you are old hat like myself and happen to own
the Installation Disc for iLife’09 or the iLife’11
edition which included iDVD, hang onto it for
future use in case you happen to update your
computer and still wish to use iDVD.

We finally accomplished our task and burned five
copies of our project to distribute to family
members, but, what a long and time consuming
way around we had to take, all because Apple
presumably deems that discs are old hat now.
And I can only assume, that we who still like to
have our movies on DVD are also old hat
according to Apple.
How I wish I could find out a contact address to
write to Apple to tell them that there are still
many of us out here among their consumers who
do like our DVD’s as if of course, that they would
take any notice of old fashioned me.

One of the things I most love doing on my
computer is using iMovie and iDVD and ending up
with a completed project on disc which can be
watched anywhere by anyone that has a DVD
player (or computer) without the need for iCloud
or any other technical gizmos (maybe Apple is
correct – I obviously am old hat).

Marg Boyles

Naturally Apple like to sell their hardware
but this whole experience has made me sit
back and think.
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iPad The Missing Manual,
5th Edition
This bestselling book shows
you how to import, create, and
play back media; sync
and shop wirelessly; and
even keep in touch over
the Internet.

The book covers the
following
features
which are available
on the iPad:
Take your media with you: Fill your iPad
with music, photos, movies, TV shows,
games, ebooks, and podcasts. Tap new
features in email: Create VIP and Flagged
mailboxes, and insert photos or videos into
messages on the fly. Get online: Surf at
warp speed with the streamlined Safari
browser and the iPad’s new ultrafast WiFi
connection or 4G LTE network. Post to Facebook
and Twitter: Update your status right from the
iPad’s Camera, Photos, Maps, and Game Center
apps. Make photos public: Share selected
photos over iCloud.
Find your way with Maps: Get turn-by-turn
directions, soar over cityscapes in 3D, and read
embedded Yelp reviews. Dictate email: Speak
email messages and notes and have your iPad

type them up. Stream with Airplay: Take
stunning photos and HD video, and wirelessly
beam the results to your big-screen TV.

Book Retail Price $24.99

Books From O’Reilly Publishers
Members can purchase these books from
O’Reilly Publishers at a 40% discount. Use
the Code: DSUG when placing an Order.
“oreilly.com”

Master Your Mac
Simple Ways to Tweak,
Customise and Secure OS X
Mac OS X is more than just a
pretty face. Sure, the basics
are easy, but beneath that
attractive surface lie lots of powerful features

that aren't always obvious to the Mac User. This
book is not a “Missing Manual”. It is the book you
need if you want to become more productive and
learn some of the power which is built into OS X.
It contains clear instructions for 38 interesting
and useful projects. Each project includes a
justification for the project and outlines the
very basics of how to do it, primarily to
help the reader reach that intermediate
level.

The projects are grouped into seven
parts:
Basics, Productivity, Automation, Managing
Your Life, Internet and Networks, Serious
Security and Monitoring, Trouble Shooting,
and Maintenance. Each project begins with
a statement of purpose and why you would
want to do it and ends with interesting
additional ideas. After establishing the
basics, author Matt Cone suggests
configurations and software to take you to
the next level. I highly recommend this 440 page
book to all Mac Users who have a desire to gain
the maximum value and usage from their Mac.

Book Retail Price $37.95.
Contact Peter for details of discounted books
currently available for purchase.
Book Reviews by Peter Baldwin
peterbaldwin@bellarinemac.org.au
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Lion Case Folio Shield For
iPad Mini
by
This new case from Lion Case is a mini
version of the New York Hong Kong Folio
Case for iPad, which I reported on in the
December Newsletter.

It is only 11mm thick and weighs a mere 90g.
It is very convenient to use with your iPad
Mini, without adding much extra bulk and it
does provide protection from damage.
It provides 3 viewing angles:
• Typing;
• FaceTime and Video View;
• eBook view.
My first impressions are that the iPad Mini
does not really need a case.
However, if you feel that you do need a case
then this is a well made product and is worthy
of your consideration.
The Lion Case Folio Shield for iPad Mini,
from Lioncase.com is available for $32.00
plus postage.

The PADACS Screen Care
Kit
It is made from microfiber and has a plastic
tray to hold the iPad mini. The rear section of
the folio is joined to the plastic tray halfway
across its back, which means it will hinge
open to make a stand.

The PADACS Screen Care Kit
is a duo of soft polishing
cloth and a 30g tube of
micro gel.
It is ideal for removing dust
and fingerprints. The unique
micro gel formula is anti-

static and contains no alcohol or ammonia
and it is safe to use on all LCD screens.
To clean the screen of your iPad, or other
product, turn off your device and allow it to
cool down. Then squeeze some gel onto the
cloth and wipe it on your screen in a circular
motion until it is clean and dry.
With a good spread of gel and some hard
polishing, your screens will come up
sparkling clean.
The anti-static finish seems to give your
finger a little bit of extra slide.
Even after a few days the screen seemed less
likely to pick up finger prints.
Due to the thick consistency of the gel, it
doesn’t spread as easily as a typical liquid
spray does. This means that you do need to
use quite a bit of gel to clean a larger screen.
It is available for $14.00 at various retail
outlets in Australia.
For more information on Padacs Products
click on the Link: http://www.padacs.com

Reviews by Peter Baldwin
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The Scout 2 is specifically designed with the iPad in mind, although
any 25cm tablet will fit. The compartment for the iPad is very well
padded. There's enough room even if your iPad is already enclosed
in another case. A Velcro flap ensures that it won't slip out when you
unclip the main cover.
The Bag is available in black or olive and comes with water-resistant
exterior and interior lining. It costs around $72.00, depending on
where you purchase.

STM Scout 2
Shoulder Bag
for iPad

It has a deep eBook sized pocket with water-resistant lining for
documents at the rear (good for Boarding Passes), plus five pockets
in front of the padded section. The forward-most includes two
hanging pockets plus a key ring and a zippered compartment for a
wallet or coins. Behind this is an expansive flat storage space for
holding notebooks, eBook readers and the like – this pocket even
seals with Velcro.
Don't expect to be able to stuff anything bulky in: there's room for
only a few cables and a wall charger, plus a small device such as an
iPhone or a compact digital camera.
STM is an Australian Company. There are a numerous number of
Bags in their range, all designed with
protection, fashion, function and
versatility in mind.
http://www.stmbags.com.au
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thinksound ms01- the most critically
acclaimed wood headphones on the market

Big sound. Small footprint.
thinksound™ is an independent manufacturer .
They began with a simple goal; to create
incredible sounding headphones with the
smallest eco-footprint possible. Their products
are made of real wood, which provides a unique
sound compared to many other headphones.
They use wood from renewable sources, create
packaging from recycled, bleach-free materials,
and do not include a plastic bubble to reduce
the size of their packaging.

thinksound™ ms01 in-ear monitor features an
acoustically enhanced, 8mm high-definition driver
with passive noise isolation. The ms01 boasts
advanced studio acoustics and a full range sound
that delivers exactly what pros and discerning
listeners demand.

Reviewers Comments:

The ms01 has ultra-lightweight design and
reduced speaker diameter for better ergonomics,
and passive noise cancellation to minimise ambient
sounds.

The only negative I would offer is that there is still
a tendency for the cable to tangle, despite it
containing tangle resistant PVC-Free. Although,
they do not tangle to the same extent as other ear
bud cables, such as those sold by Apple.

It also features tangle resistant PVC-Free cables,
and a hand crafted, sustainable, wood housing for
more accurate sound reproduction.
Each pair comes with a cotton carrying pouch,
Active Lifestyle Ear Hooks, and four sets of ear
fittings to ensure a perfect fit. The packaging they
arrive in is all recycled cardboard. It's brilliantly
designed, with space for the headphones and
accessories cut out of block of card.
They come with a one (1)
year warranty.

thinksound™ has put together something very
special in this package. These are by far the best
ear buds that I have used. The sound quality is just
amazing.

These headphones are available
from Noisy Motel in Prahran for
$129.00.
http://www.noisymotel.com

A Bulk Purchase discount can
be arranged for members.
For information about thinksound™ click on
the link: http://www.thinksound.com

Peter Baldwin
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•

Stream Your Mac to Apple TV
Apple TV is a device that
allows you to turn what's
on your Mac into a
widescreen experience on
your HDTV. For example,
you can stream video
optimised
for
High
Definition (HD) up to 1080p with stereo audio to
your HDTV. AirPlay mirroring allows you to stream
exactly what's on your Mac screen (such as videos,
photos, and web pages) wirelessly to everyone
viewing your HDTV and speakers, using security
encryption. AirPlay mirroring scales the content on
your Mac to fit on your HDTV. When you play
movie or TV shows with iTunes, it switches to fullscreen viewing. You can also use AirPlay mirroring
with your other iOS devices, such as iPhone or
iPad. If you have Apple TV connected to your TV
and to the same network as your computer, your
Mac will automatically detect the device. You can
select an option to show an AirPlay menu for easy
access to mirroring options.
To set it up, follow these steps:
1.
2.

Click the System Preferences icon in the
Dock, and then click the Displays icon.
Click the Display tab. Then choose the
options you want:

•

Click the AirPlay mirroring pop-up
and select This Mac or AirPlay
Device
(automatically
detected
when it's on the same network as
the computer).
Click "Show mirroring options in
the menu bar when available" if you
want your Mac to display the
AirPlay icon on the Apple menu bar.

3.

You can also use this menu to select a
different Apple TV on the network or set
resolution matching. When you're done
with your settings, click the Close button.
To check if your Mac model has an Intel processor
that supports AirPlay Mirroring, click on the linkhttp://support.apple.com/kb/HT5404

being able to sync items between devices, is some
of its other features. For example, you can specify
that a reminder sounds an alert at a specific date
and time, or that it goes off when you reach a
certain destination. To create a reminder, open
the Reminders app and then click the Add New
Reminder (+) button, choose File > New
Reminder, or simply click within the list and start
typing. To edit the reminder's details, click the "i"
button that appears when you move the mouse
pointer over an item. In the dialog that appears,
you can set a priority or add a note, as well as
specify when the reminder should occur: Select On
a Day, At a Location, or both. If you set a location,
enter the name of a place to look it up in your
Contacts list. When you've completed an item,
click its checkbox.

Peter Baldwin

Use the Reminders App to Build a
To-Do List
Until
recently,
the
iPhone, iPad, and iPod
touch lacked a built-in
to-do list app. Apple
finally delivered one
called Reminders with
iOS 5 and now extends
the application to OS X.
What's
cool
about
Reminders, other than

What’s new in iTunes’11?
The new iTunes’11
is
completely
different
to
previous versions. Click on the link below
to see an explanation of the many new
interfaces.
http://www.macworld.com/article/
2017416/hands-on-withitunes-11.html#tk.nl_mwbest
12
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How to create Calendar events more efficiently
A member has advised that she finds Calendar’s
default settings a little inflexible for her tastes.
She writes:
“I use Calendar on my Mac running Mountain
Lion (and used iCal before it). I find that I have
to fiddle with events after I create them,
changing all-day events to events that last a
couple of hours and changing their start times.
Is there a better way to create events so that I
don’t have to spend so much time editing
them?”

Answer:
First, it is important to understand how Calendar
creates events.
If you double-click on a date when in Month view,
you will create an all-day event by default unless
you enter a time or specific event in the New Event
field.
For example, Meeting with Peter 11am, or Lunch
with Chris. Otherwise you will have to edit the
event if your intention was to create an event that
lasts just an hour. If you want just that hour-long
event, you should change to the Week or Day view
and then double-click on a time. An hour-long
event will be created at the time you chose.
Although a lot of us are accustomed to doubleclicking on dates or times to create Events, it is
worth your while to check out the “Create Quick
Event” feature. Press Command>N or click on the

Plus button at the top of the Calendar window and
enter an event, for example: “Lunch tomorrow
Chris”. Press Return and a new event with that title
will be created at noon on the following day. Try
“Dinner tomorrow Peter” and an event is created
for 8 pm.

For example, rather than the usual 15-minutesbefore default, you can can choose from a number
of options including 30 minutes before, 1 hour
before, 1 day before, or 2 days before. All-day
events are more limited, allowing you to choose
On Day of Event (9 AM), 1 Day Before (9 AM), 2
Days Before (9AM), or 1 Week Before.
Peter Baldwin

Problem in converting Vinyl to Digital

Calendar is smarter than iCal in this regard, but
not as smart as Flexibits’ $20 Fantastical (which I
reviewed in the June 2012 newsletter). With
Fantastical you could enter “Lunch tomorrow 1 - 3
with Bill, Ocean Grove” and Fantastical will create
an event exactly along those lines, making Ocean
Grove the location. Calendar, on the other hand,
will get the time right, but will make Ocean Grove
the name of the event rather than lunch and won’t
add the location.
If you would like to change the default alert time
for timed events as well as all-day events, you can
do that within the Alerts tab of Calendar’s
Preferences. Choose an Account (iCloud, for
example) from the Account pop-up menu,and
configure the Events and All Day Events pop-up
menus.

Member June Brown has a challenge for 2013.
How to transfer her favourite LP's to digital on
her laptop.
She tried to set up a cheap USB turntable (Fission,
from Aldi), and after several attempts, realised
that she had bought a lemon.
Lesson 1 - You Get What You Pay For!
She is anxious to hear from anyone who has
successfully been through this exercise, and is
willing to sell a USB turntable that is no longer
required. Or, alternatively there may be a member
who has a turntable who is willing to negotiate a
loan for a couple of months so that the core of
her collection can be transferred?
If she has to purchase a new USB turntable, she
enquires as to whether someone with expertise
may be prepared to assist in setting up and
assisting with the project?
The Brown family are planning a big gathering in
July and would like the theme to be the decades of
the 50's & 60"s, with matching music & fashion.
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My Living Desktop is an interesting
blend of a video desktop (i.e. a
moving wallpaper) and a traditional
screensaver. The aim is to turn your
desktop into a moving, soothing
living environment although you
can use any video you want,
including home movies. There are
26 relaxing high definition video
scenes from around the world to
choose from to get you started.
There's even an Auto Serenity
Break which reminds you when its
time to take a break from the
screen. If you like particular scenes
in the videos, you can rate them so
that My Living Desktop replays
them more. And while you might
think that My Living Desktop might
slow down your machine while
you're using it, there's actually no
noticeable difference. It is visually
eye catching and it is sure to create
a favourable reaction by all who see
it.

MY LIVING DESKTOP USES VIDEO FOR YOUR MAC’S DESKTOP.
IT IS AN ORIGINAL WAY TO BRING YOUR DESKTOP ALIVE WITH VIDEO BACKDROPS
It automatically installs itself as your
default screensaver, but this can be
changed in your System Preferences.
It may only appeal to those who can handle
distractions, as the moving images can
become annoying in the background. Also,
I think that it will probably be mostly
appreciated by those using large screen
displays rather than laptops.
It is an original way of trying to bring your
desktop alive with video backdrops and I
love it.
Available from the App Store for $20.99
For more information click on the linkhttp://www.mylivingdesktop.com

Peter Baldwin
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Are you ready for another year?

Welcome to 2013. Another year has flown by. It is

but always with a structured learning program.
At these meetings we allow dedicated time for
questions and answers.

interesting how time seems to be speeding up as
we move further into this 21st century.
Fortunately (or perhaps it’s the cause) our
technology is keeping up with the pace.

BMUG also offers SIG meetings (Special Interest
Groups). These are smaller, more intimate
meetings with a dedicated topic.

If there's one thing a Mac user can count on, it is
that we are never bored with the new technology
that Apple and its associates introduces. This is a
good time to be a Mac owner.

As Newsletter Editor I arrange for discounted
books and products to be available for purchase
by members.

I would like to thank everyone who was involved
with our annual Christmas Party in December.
Those of us that were there had a great time, as
we always do.
As BMUG Club members, you know what a great
Group this is. We have been in existence since
May 2006, and have consistently averaged
approximately 80 members. Many of you have
never belonged to an Apple User Group before
and probably assume that they are all like Ours.
Well, they are not! Some Clubs have less than 20
members and may meet at a Bar, Coffee Shop or
even a private home.
What does this club have to offer you, as
members?
Firstly, we have a monthly club meeting (2nd
Tuesday of each month) often with guest speaker,

What else do we offer our members?

And let’s not forget about our wonderful BMUG
Assist Scheme where you can post a tech question
via email and on most occasions obtain your
answer in very quick time. You also have the
availability to obtain personal assistance by
making an appointment.
Why am I reminding you of these benefits of
membership? Because BMUG is an all-volunteer
organisation. None of us are paid to provide you
with these services.
Are you benefiting from your $40 a year
membership?
If so, we’d love for you to volunteer and help us
out. We need new members to join our Committee
and we desperately need understudies for the
positions of Treasurer, Newsletter Editor and
Webmaster. Do you have a talent? We’d love to
have you. No, you do not need to be a techno

geek (if you did, I would not be on the
Committee).
We have three positions opening up that need to
be filled at the end of this Committee Year in
September 2013: the Treasurer, Newsletter Editor
and Webmaster. Two of our benefits are our
Newsletter and our Website. But if we do not have
someone to take over these positions, then we will
no longer be offering you a newsletter or website.
That’s just how it goes if no one is willing to step
up.
Do you have other talents you would like to share?
If so, please talk to any Committee member. We
can tell you about our Committee and how it
works. Do we volunteer because we love the Club
and want to give back? That’s right, you bet!
Please
do
consider
helping
your/our
club.

Peter Baldwin
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THE BMUG ASSIST PROGRAM
This

program is still available to all members. We will attempt to
resolve your urgent Mac problems if we can, or alternatively give you
advice about where to seek further assistance.

Peter Oakley is available to take your call on 0409 094 655.
Margaret Evans is available to advise members new to Macs. Email
Margaret with your query and include your Telephone Number.
margaretevans@bellarinemac.org.au

Alternatively

you could make a booking for assistance by using the
Form on the website or by contacting Peter Oakley using the email link.
Make a Booking with Peter Oakley...

Committee Members (Pink Tags) are available during the Coffee Break
for assistance.

In many cases you may find a solution to your problem by inserting

Review Articles
Members will have noticed that in most editions of the
Newsletter I have included Product and Book Reviews. I
believe that this provides members with interesting
articles to read as well as information on new items. I
am not promoting these items over other products, but
am merely trying to provide information on a wide
range of products to assist members.
It is pleasing to me to note that members have used
this information to help them decide on new
purchases. It is good for two reasons, firstly it makes it
worthwhile for me to spend time sourcing
the
information and composing articles for the newsletter
and secondly it helps our Club for Industry to know
that members do read the newsletter and use that
information.
Peter Baldwin
Editor

your question in Google. It is amazing what information you will find.

Learn @ B M U G
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